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Abstract:
A graphic designer creates a new product evolving from intuitive and applied design methods. The
designer seeking objective reaction of his idea turned the project into a study to gain consumer
response to the concept. The product solves a real problem in Caf� Society and was put to the test
among two caf� society populations. A variation of a semantic differential was used to determine
consumer attitudes to the new product. The product Ð Latt�tude Ð blends the ÔeasternÕ graphic yin-
yang symbol with a traditional ÔwesternÕ coffee beverage. The graphic designer found using
quantitative techniques useful in helping to justify the ÔdreamyÕ concept. Like the symbolic yin-yang
which inspired the design, the study shows that quantitative and qualitative research methods are not
necessarily opposed, but, may instead be harmonious.



ORIGINAL ABSTRACT

This paper outlines the concept development of a new product ÒLatt�tude (latt� + latitude + attitude)
for Caf� Society and discusses the research on developing the concept and the results of a study  of
consumer response to the concept. The study involved using a variation of a semantic differential to
determine word choice preference in association to the product matched with response on product
likeability. The designer previously drawn to qualitative research found that using quantitative
methods allowed for interesting discovery when analyzing the data. Groups of people were identified
as having specific preference in word choice and such word choice has significance in their liking or
disliking the concept.

The discovery of an artistic solution to a real problem developed through both conscious and
subconscious play. This interaction eventuated into a new product for Caf� Society. Latt�tude¨ is
designed to be a new concept in coffee drinking based on the principles of the yin and yang Ð a visual
expression of ÔdualityÕ common among many cultures. The yin yang divided cup allows for the
consumption of food, or in this case, beverages.

While most beverages sold and marketed are bottled or brewed and consumed in a traditional
method, Latt�tude requires a new method of consuming beverages with this innovative new cup
design. An inverted S shape divider within the vessel separates two complementary beverages such as
hot milk and espresso. The visual presentation of this new beverage has the appearance of a yin yang
symbol with milk forming one side (the yang) and the coffee forming the other side (the yin). The
consumer drinks the two beverages simultaneously with the divider directed perpendicular to the
lips. Outside the simple functional difference of the Latt�tude to the basic coffee cup is its potential
to evoke feelings or attitudes associated with the yin yang. The associations blending ÔeasternÕ Ôyin
yangÕ symbolism and ÔwesternÕ Caf� Society are what make Latt�tude unique.

In contrast to the trend of Ôfast-foodÕ style coffee it is envisioned that Latt�tude¨ will beacon people
back to Caf� Culture where a new generation of coffee patrons will sit down, reflect, and enjoy the
spiritual qualities of harmony while sipping that most stimulating and magical potion, coffee.

Latt�tude was publicly presented as a new concept in coffee drinking in New Zealand at ÒThe
Wellington Coffee ExpoÓ in 2001 and at two caf� locations in Dunedin where the study was done to
compare the design intent and the consumer response of the product concept.

Like the symbolic yin yang, the study shows that quantitative and qualitative research methods are
not necessarily opposed, but, may instead be harmonious.



LATT�TUDE¨

LATT�TUDE¨ (LATT� + LATITUDE + ATTITUDE)

INTRODUCTION

Thirty spokes converge at one hub;
What is not there makes the wheel useful.
Clay is shaped to form a vessel;
What is not there makes the vessel useful.
Doors and windows are cut to form a room;
What is not there makes the room useful.

Therefore, take advantage of what is there,
By making use of what is not.

Tao Te Ching #11 (Wing: 1986)

In their book The Book of Coffee: a gourmetÕs guide, Illy and Illy publish a photograph showing a
variety of different coffee cups. Below the image is a caption: ÔNotwithstanding the efforts on the part
of many designers all over the world to change the basic shape of the coffee cup, very little in this
direction has actually been accomplishedÕ (Illy and Illy, 1992: 187). Why has the coffee cup Ð or
indeed any drinking vessel Ð not changed shape? If we define the shape of a cup by its outward
appearance and contour we would find that there have actually been various changes to the shape of
cups through the years. Perhaps ÔshapeÕ is not understood by Illy and Illy and their argument refers to
the ÔfunctionÕ of a cup? Despite differences in style, shape (such as round or square), and decorative
motifs added to the surface of cups most retain their original function: to hold either individual or
combined liquids.

An exploration into other cup designs and shapes is best exemplified in a delightful coffee table book
The Book of Cups by Garth Clark (1990). Within the pages of this book are many examples of
various shapes of cups from a collection held by the Los Angeles County Museum. Clark introduces
his book as a celebration of the cup which is often considered the Ôdrone of the ceramics worldÕ.
Clark ends his book with a plea for a new cup that is Ôa touch more fancifulÕ. ÒPerhaps a cup that
expresses a sense of humor,  a political, spiritual, or artistic viewpoint. After all, few objects occupy as
special a place in our daily lives. We experience the cup with the casual intimacy of lovers, lip to lip.
We should pause and sensually enjoy the refinement of the cupÕs materials, the silkiness of its glaze,
its rich and warming feelÓ (Clark, 1990: 91).



PROJECT AIM

Latt�tude transforms the function of Ôthe cupÕ and offers a new way to consume and experience
beverages. The project has been the catalyst for a Master of Consumer and Applied Science in Design
Studies at the University of Otago. The designer comes from a background in graphic design and fine
arts and found himself incorporating the intuitive design process with data analysis. The designer
attempted to remain objective throughout the research and has developed an appreciation of both
qualitative and quantitative research. This paper outlines the concept of Latt�tude and how it differs
from other coffee cups; the influences on design; and concentrates on the consumer reaction to the
product concept using a questionnaire and a variation of a semantic differential.

ORIGINAL PROBLEM: ÔWHY DOES MY LATT� TASTE SO BAD?

Practical research and discussion with various Barristas (makers of espresso beverages) and other
consumers of latt� and other espresso beverages suggested that the traditional latt� was a blend of half
espresso and half milk. Yet tasting latt� beverages at various caf�s did not create exacting flavours
based on that simple formula. Latt�s tasted too heavily of espresso and others too heavily of milk. It
was this discrepency which prompted the need to find a solution to this problem.

It would appear that there is no definitive answer to the correct proportions of a latt�. Most
coffeehouses prepare a latt� using one shot (one ounce) of espresso for every seven ounces of steamed
milk, yet Òthe latte, perhaps even more than the martini, is open to personal customization.
Nevertheless, the building blocks of a great latte are still well-prepared steamed milk and properly
drawn espressoÓ (Castle and Nielson, 1999).

A consumer drinking a latt� using a traditional coffee cup or espresso glass would not have any
reference to a 50/50 proportion other than a highly sensitive tongue to distinguish such proportions
because in a traditional latt� beverage the espresso and milk are blended in a cup or glass and
consumed as one beverage.

CONCEPT ORIGINS

The concept for Latt�tude¨ developed through both conscious and subconscious design methods.
Simply put, on the conscious level the designer set up the task to design a method of serving a latt� so
the consumer would know they were drinking a 50% portion of espresso and 50% portion of
steamed milk.

On the subconscious level the designer created an imaginative answer to this problem. The
synchronistic idea resulted in the blending of the Ôyin yangÕ with a coffee cup. The creative design to
the problem was visualized as a latt� bowl with a division (or wall) down the middle in the shape of
the Ôyin yangÕ where the milk and espresso would be poured into their own individual resevoir of
equal portions within the one drinking vessel. This development occurred within a dream. While
solving the conscious problem it was discovered that two seemingly disparate concepts were now
linked: yin yang and coffee. Discussions with collegues led to the possibility that a Ôyin yang coffee



cupÕ concept might have merit within coffee culture as a new drink. Further conscious development
of this as a potential product led to the name Latt�tude¨ (latt� + attitude + latitude).

Outwardly the cup is designed in the traditional manner of a latt� bowl. However, an inverted S
shape divider within the vessel separates two complementary beverages such as hot milk and espresso.
Thus, the visual presentation of this new beverage has the appearance of a yin yang symbol with milk
forming one side (the yang) and the coffee forming the other side (the yin). This is functionally what
makes the cup different than other drinking vessels.

ORIGINAL SOLUTION TO ÒWHY DOES MY LATT� TASTE SO BAD?Ó

Using the 50/50 formula for a Latt� it was thought that a cup allowing for the taste of 50% milk to
50% espresso would put an end to the question. Originally conceived as a latt� bowl with a yin yang
divider two beverages would be separated within the one cup (Figure 1). Therefore, it was believed
that the new cup would  ÔproveÕ to the consumer they were indeed receiving a 50/50 portion of milk
and espresso.

Figure 1. Latt�tude cups showing the yin yang divider separating espresso and milk

A NEW ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM

However, using an early prototype of the Latt�tude¨ cup consumers reported the ability to vary the
flavour of their beverage in varying proportions and not the 50/50 taste. This was unexpected. The
narrow Ôtail-endÕ of the yin or yang shape has a siphoning effect causing one flavour of the beverage
to be perceived as stronger.

Despite an attempt to solve the 50% espresso and 50% milk taste problem, a new concept for a
coffee beverage evolved Ð one combining symbolic association of yin yang with caf� culture.

MERGING TWO CONCEPTS

Making variations on a theme is the crux of creativity. But it is not
some magical, mysterious process that occurs when two indivisible
concepts collide; it is a consequence of the divisibility of concepts
into already significant subconceptual elements.



Douglas Hofstadter (in Minsksy, 1988: 203)

The yin and yang concept suggests the Ôwhole of the universeÕ. And, in visually explaining the
universe, the graphic symbol of yin and yang evolved to express the merging or blending of two polar
opposites embodied in one dynamic shape. It is both the visual symbol and the concept of duality
that directly influence Latt�tude.

Visually the consumer is presented with the yin yang beverage of 50% milk and 50% espresso. From
a graphic perspective the traditional yin yang symbol shows the element of Ôthe other aspectÕ within
the yin or yang shape represented by the dot of the opposite colour. Latt�tude offers this aspect of yin
yang concept not graphically, but, by taste. Consuming the beverages simultaneously one can perceive
one flavour slightly stronger than the other.

In consuming from the other side of the bowl the opposite is achieved. Thus, the cup conceptually
expresses by way of taste what is graphically represented by the symbol: more of one and a hint of the
other. In other words you have either an espresso with a tint of steamed milk or steamed milk with a
shade of espresso.

While recognising the Chinese, Eastern spiritual associations of yin yang, the designer has strongly
associated Latt�tude with the concepts of complimentarity, harmony, and balance combining with
the Western tradition of coffee consumption.

Coffee consumption dates back to at least the 7th Century in Arabia. Today we refer to ÒCaf�
SocietyÓ describing the social group with a fondness for coffee, espresso, and caf�s. Throughout this
long history of Caf� Society (or Coffee Culture) there have been many variations on the way in which
coffee is prepared and served to the consumer. Perhaps most significant is the introduction of
espresso in the early 1900Õs revolutionizing Caf� Society with fast production of delicious aromatic
darkness in white cups. Mark Pendergrast (1999: xix) says Òcoffee has assumed a social meaning that
goes far beyond the simple black brew in the cup. The worldwide coffee culture is more than a
cultureÐit is a cult.Ó Dave Olsen (1994), founder of Starbucks Coffee in Seattle, Washington says of
the coffeehouse experience: ÒSavoured as it is from first sip to last, and reviving as it is to the mind
and senses, coffee is a wonderful source of both private pleasure and social stimulation. This explains
why and how coffee drinking spread worldwide, its growing popularity linked to the coffeehouse.Ó
So, it could be said that an individual drinking coffee alone or in a group, at home or in a caf�,
bonds that person to others who share in the experience and attitudes surrounding coffee and these
associations help define Ôcaf� societyÕ.

Latt�tude is designed to be a new concept in coffee drinking based on the principles of the yin and
yang harmony while contrasting a trend within caf� culture: the takeaway coffee! In traditional
Chinese thought yin and yang refers to the union or interaction of opposites such as female/male or
darkness/lightness. ÔThe harmony of the world depends on the capacity of human beings to maintain
a dynamic equilibrium between these opposing principlesÕ (Maybury-Lewis, 1992:126).

Originally intended for espresso and steamed milk as a new form of latt�, Latt�tude offers a variety of
coffee and other beverage combinations. As if responding to GarthÕs plea the designer believes



Latt�tude to be a more fanciful cup offering linking the pleasure of drinking coffee within caf�
society with the harmony of yin and yang spiritual. Would potential consumers agree?

TESTING THE CONCEPT OF LATT�TUDE

Commercial-grade prototypes were developed and Latt�tude was first publicly presented as a new
concept in coffee drinking in New Zealand at ÔThe Wellington Coffee ExpoÕ held on July 22, 2001.
The venue was filled with a self-selected group of coffee lovers. Participants were asked to complete a
questionnaire that included specific questions about their consumption of coffee, the Latt�tude
concept, preference for drinking vessel material, price range, and a complex interaction of various
possible flavour combinations.

At The Coffee Expo respondents could view the the concept but not taste beverages using the cup.
A field study conducted at two caf� locations in Dunedin, New Zealand allowed for both the visual
expericne and tasting of beverages to understand the concept. The study was conducted over a period
of nine days and patrons could order and try Latt�tude at Fuel Cafe and The Otago Museum Caf�.
Within the Dunedin population it was expected that Fuel Caf� respondents would be young and
define themselves as stylish or trendy and that Museum Caf� respondents would be older and define
themselves as conservative or traditional. There was no expectation of the respondent age group or
type of person attending the Coffee Expo in Wellington. A total of 166 surveys were collected
comprising 112 from the Coffee Expo and 54 from the Dunedin caf�s. From the survey, it was been
found that the expected self-identity and age group of the consumer does link to the specific caf�.

RESPONDENT PROFILE

Overall the largest proportion of respondents comes from those aged 21-25 (25%) although 66% of
all respondents were aged 26 and over. 63% of respondents were female and 37% male. The majority
of respondents consider themselves Ôstylish/trendyÕ (48%) with 29% seeing themselves as
Ôconservative/traditionalÕ and 23% as ÔotherÕ.

Results of the Wellington survey show the largest proportion of respondents comes from
those seeing themselves as Ôtrendy/stylishÕ (50%) in contrast to those seeing themselves as
Ôconservative/traditionalÕ (26%) and those seeing themselves as ÔotherÕ (24%). 72% of the Wellington
respondents were aged 26 and over.

The largest proportion of respondents from Fuel Caf� comes from those seeing themselves as
Ôtrendy/stylishÕ (40%) in contrast to those seeing themselves as Ôconservative/traditionalÕ (32%). The
largest proportion of respondents from the Museum Caf� comes from those seeing themselves as
Ôconservative/traditionalÕ (43%) in contrast to those seeing themselves as Ôtrendy/stylishÕ (34%).

The largest proportion of respondents from Fuel Caf� comes from those aged 25 and under (64%) in
contrast to those 26 and over (36%). The largest proportion of respondents from the Museum Caf�
comes from those aged 26 and over (66%) in contrast to those 25 and under (34%).



COFFEE CONSUMPTION TRENDS OF RESPONDENTS

Overall milky espresso drinks are preferred by 81% over the 16% ÔpuristsÕ consuming short or long
black espresso drinks. 60% chose the milky latt� and flat white making these the most popular
espresso drinks. 31% of all respondents drink coffee at a caf� or restaurant once or twice per week,
27% drink coffee at a caf� every day, 65% consume one coffee per visit and 30% consume two.
CONSUMER RESPONSE TO LATT�TUDE

The main question ÒDo you like this new concept for coffee and beverage consumption?Ó resulted in
ÔyesÕ, ÔmaybeÕ and ÔnoÕ responses. Combining ÔnoÕ and ÔmaybeÕ responses formed an overall ÔhesitantÕ
response to Latt�tude which could be analysed in contrast to ÔyesÕ responses. On average 64% like the
Latt�tude concept compared to 36% who are hesitant towards it. 79% of respondents like the
concept name ÒLatt�tudeÓ. 69% said they would tell their friends to look for this new product. 66%
think that Latt�tude should be offered at caf�s and restaurants. 84% would like to try Latt�tude and
56% of respondents would order beverages using the Latt�tude cup at a caf�.

IS LIKING THE CONCEPT RELATED TO SELF-IDENTITY OR AGE OF RESPONDENT?

Data was entered into SPSS software for analysis using cross tabulation and applying the Pearson
Chi-Square Test for significance. The three factors: age, location, and self-identity were cross-
tabulated with the results to concept likability to determine which factor might significantly affect a
ÔyesÕ or ÔhesitantÕ response. The results follow:

1) Liking the concept is significantly affected by the age of the respondent.

Respondents 25 and under are more inclined to like Latt�tude than those 26 and over who are
hesitant towards the concept (Figure 2). We find through application of the Pearson Chi-Square Test
that there is a significance of .000 (sig. = .000).

Figure 2. Liking the concept in relation to age

Do you like this new concept for coffee and beverage consumption?Ó

age group (sig. =)

25 and under 26 and over

yes 48  (30.2%) 53  (33.2%) .000
hesitant 6    (3.8%) 52  (32.7%)

Number (%) = actual count from each group and (percentage of total)



2) Liking the concept is related to the type of person or self-identity of the respondent.

ÒConservative/traditionalÕ and ÔotherÕ respondents are significantly more likely to be hesitant towards
the Latt�tude concept (sig. = .008) (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Liking the concept in relation to self-identity

3) While other factors might have influenced the following it appears that liking the concept has little
to do with having tried Latt�tude as results from both Wellington and Dunedin locations do not
greatly differ (sig = .395) (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Liking the concept in relation to having only viewed or tried the concept

Do you like this new concept for coffee and beverage consumption?Ó

self identity (sig. =)
conservative/traditional stylish/trendy other

yes 24  (15.9%) 55  (36.4%) 16  (10.6%) .008
hesitant 21  (13.9%) 18  (11.9%) 17  (11.3%)

Number (%) = actual count from each group and (percentage of total)

Do you like this new concept for coffee and beverage consumption?

Wellington Dunedin (sig. =)
(those who viewed Latt�tude) (those who tried Latt�tude)

yes 72  (44.2%) 32  (19.6%) . 395
hesitant 37  (22.7%) 22  (13.5%)

Number (%) = actual count from each group and (percentage of total)



SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL

The main quantitative test was conducted using a semantic differential to test preference in words in
response to the concept. ÔThe semantic differential measures connotations of the package and
product. Respondents are given pairs of opposite words with spaces between the opposing words and
asked to describe in the space on the scale that best describes the package or product (Parcels, 2000:
387). Within the semantic differential fourteen word pairs or associations were chosen to elicit
reaction to the concept using direct opposites (sad/happy) to words with more subtle distinctions of
meanings (religious/spiritual). The following pairs of words were chosen by the designer to establish
what associations the consumer would have in response to Latt�tude (Figure 5). Finding out what
words are chosen by specific groups of people may lead to a better understanding how this new
concept is perceived and whether such word choice is seen as a positive or negative reaction to
Latt�tude.

Figure 6. Word list and definition for use within the Semantic Differential

trendy consciously fashionable
new age holism, concern for nature, spirituality, metaphysics

eastern facing or situated towards the east, Asian
balanced equilibrium, harmony in parts

religious pious, devout, godly, devotional, holy, divine
spiritual relating to the spirit or soul and not to physical nature or matter; intangiable

oriental relating to the Orient
universal all embracing, general, widespread

usual common, expected, customary
unusual curious, different, strange, unexpected

limiting restrained, restrictive, confined
fun diversion, entertainment, amusement

sad low spirited, glum, sombre
happy delight, glad, merry joyful

strange uncommon, weird, perplexing, curious
cool cosmopolitan, urbane, unruffled elegance

dated pass�, old fashioned, obsolete
novel different, fresh, rare, original, uncommon, unusual

fresh new, original, latest, different, unusual, bright, clear
exciting provocative, thrilling, inspiring

eastern facing or situated towards the East, Asian
western facing or situated towards the West, European

new advanced, contemporary, current, fresh, latest, novel, original, recent
innovative inventive, new, novelty, departure

strong hardy, powerful, brave, tough, firm in spirit
weak faint, fragile, tender, feeble, delicate

feminine delicate, gentle, soft, tender
masculine bold, hardy, robust, powerful



Results of the semantic differential are most clearly seen in the following chart (Figure 6) showing the
paired words associated with the concept of Latt�tude. Three sets of percentages are shown: a neutral
response in the centre and two responses gravitating specifically to one word in the pair. The asterisk
(*) is placed next to the word representing the design intent established and where the designer
believed responses would fall before the study. These results clearly show that Latt�tude is perceived
as both ÔtrendyÕ and Ônew ageÕ; not specifically ÔeasternÕ or ÔbalancedÕ; ÔspiritualÕ; both ÔorientalÕ and
ÔuniversalÕ; ÔunusualÕ; ÔfunÕ; ÔhappyÕ; ÔcoolÕ; ÔnovelÕ; both ÔexcitingÕ and ÔfreshÕ; ÔeasternÕ; ÔinnovativeÕ;
ÔstrongÕ; and Ôgender-neutralÕ. The designer assumed that the high gravitation to a specific word was a
positive reaction.

 Figure 6. Overall response to the semantic differential



The results of the semantic differential were then cross-tabulated with response to concept likeability
and four word pairs were found to have a Pearson Chi-Square significance score of less than .05. The
designer expecting Ôtrendy/new ageÕ to have some impact found this to be true (sig. = .003) yet,
remained convinced that such word selection was positive (Figure 7). Further investigation of word
choice in relation to respondent identity and age helped transform this thinking.

trendy neutral new age
yes 42 19 29
hesitant 11 10 31 trendy/new age (sig = .003)

eastern neutral balanced
yes 32 39 26
hesitant 14 13 14 eastern/balanced (sig = .577)

religious neutral spiritual
yes 6 43 46
hesitant 3 12 22 religious/spiritual (sig = .405)

oriental neutral universal
yes 42 19 29
hesitant 11 10 31 oriental/universal (sig = .002)

usual neutral unusal
yes 4 8 86
hesitant 2 2 38 usual/unusual (sig = .766)

limiting neutral fun
yes 10 10 77
hesitant 0 3 39 limiting/fun (sig = .071)

sad neutral happy
yes 6 14 77
hesitant 1 9 33 sad/happy (sig = .432)

strange neutral cool
yes 22 21 51
hesitant 5 9 30 strange/cool (sig = .196)

dated neutral novel
yes 5 9 84
hesitant 0 0 41 dated/novel (sig = .039)

fresh neutral exciting
yes 33 23 41
hesitant 11 5 25 fresh/exciting (sig = .108)

eastern neutral western
yes 58 27 10
hesitant 22 8 11 eastern/western (sig = .048)

new neutral innovative
yes 12 17 69
hesitant 5 9 27 new/innovative (sig = .813)

strong neutral weak
yes 70 23 2
hesitant 18 16 6 strong/weak (sig = .001)

feminine neutral masculine
yes 38 51 7
hesitant 12 27 4 feminine/masculine (sig = .412)



Figure 7. Overall response count to the question ÒDo you like the concept of Latt�tude?Ó
cross-tabulated against word preference in semantic differential

Because it was determined that age and self-identity had a Pearson Chi-Square significance score of
less than .5 each word pair required examination by each factor. So, for each word pair two charts
were created showing response to concept likeability in relation to the self identity of the respondent
and the other in relation to age (Figures 8 and 9).

In the word pair Ôtrendy/new ageÕ while more respondents associate Latt�tude with Ônew ageÕ (42%)
compared to those who associate Latt�tude with ÔtrendyÕ (37%) it was not until using SPSS and cross-
tabulation that the designer could see that there was no relation of a high percentage to liking
Latt�tude. Instead, it was discovered that on occassion a higher number of respondents choosing a
specific word led to a hesitant response to Latt�tude.

Trendy/New Age 

Seeing the concept as ÔtrendyÕ or Ônew ageÕ leads to significant differences for concept likeability for
Ôconservative/traditionalÕ respondents and ÔotherÕ respondents. ÔConservative/traditionalÕ
respondents who are hesitant are significantly more likely (sig. = .008) to view the product as Ônew
ageÕ.

ÔOtherÕ respondents who are hesitant are also significantly more likely (sig. = .043) to view the
product as Ônew ageÕ (Figure 5).

Figure 8. Concept likability in relation to self identity for the word pair Ôtrendy/new ageÕ

Figure 5. Concept likability in relation to age of respondent for the word pair Ôtrendy/new ageÕ

Concept Likability in Relation to Self-Identity

word choice            trendy/new age

self identity trendy neutral new age (sig.=)

conservative/traditional
yes 12  (28.6%) 3  (7.1%) 7 (16.7%) (.008)
hesitant 2  (4.8%) 7  (16.7%) 11  (26.2%)

stylish/trendy
yes 25  (37.3%) 11  (16.4%) 14  (20.9%) (.589)
hesitant 7  (10.4%) 3  (4.5%) 7 (10.4%)

other
yes 3 (11.1%) 4 (14.8%) 7  (25.9%) (.043)
hesitant 1  (3.7%) 0  (0%) 12  (44.4%)

Concept Likability in Relation to Age

word choice  trendy/new age

age of respondent trendy neutral new age (sig.=)

25 and under
yes 25  (53.2%) 7  (14.9%) 9  (19.1%) (.060)
hesitant 1  (2.1%) 1  (2.1%) 4  (8.5%)

26 and over
yes 16  (17%) 12  (12.8%) 20  (21.3%) (.245)
hesitant 10  (10.6%) 9  (9.6%) 27  (28.7%)



Due to space limitations within this paper the the charts for all word pairs can not be presented.
Instead a consolidation of only those with significant results are shown (Figure 10).

Figure 10.  Ten significant relationships of word choice + self identity or age
of respondent + product likeability.

Ten instances using the Pearson Chi-Square Test establish a significant relationship of word choice
with self-identity or age and product likability.

Only one significant result using this method comes from Ôstylish/trendyÕ respondents. This response
is a positive reaction to the concept compared to the other nine responses with a hesitant reaction to
the concept.

Five results come from Ôconservative/traditionalÕ respondents.

One result comes from ÔotherÕ respondents.

Three results come from those 26 and over.

Those hesitant towards the concept are more likely to be Ôconservative/traditionalÕ and aged 26 and
over. These respondents associate Latt�tude with the words Ônew ageÕ, ÔuniversalÕ, ÔcoolÕ, ÔwesternÕ,
and ÔweakÕ. In contrast, most Ôtrendy/stylishÕ respondents who like Latt�tude associate the concept
with ÔhappyÕ.

self identity or age response to concept word choice (sig. =)

conservative/traditional hesitant Ð trendy/new age (.008)
other hesitant Ð trendy/new age (.043)
conservative/traditional hesitant Ð oriental/universal (.038)
26 and over hesitant Ð oriental/universal (.038)
stylish/trendy like + sad/happy (.014)
conservative/traditional hesitant Ð strange/cool (.016)
conservative/traditional hesitant Ð eastern/western (.038)
26 and over hesitant Ð eastern/western (.033)
conservative/traditional hesitant Ð strong/weak (.012)
26 and over hesitant Ð strong/weak (.020)



Eastern/Balanced:  Although the designer assumed respondents would select ÔbalancedÕ the result
was ÔneutralÕ. There is no significant correlation of age or respondent self-identity in relation to liking
the concept and choice of word.

Religious/Spiritual:  There is no significant correlation of age or respondent self-identity in relation
to liking the concept and choice of word.

Oriental/Universal:  This word pair leads to significant differences in how the product is viewed by
Ôconservative/traditionalÕ respondents and those 26 and over. ÔConservative/traditionalÕ respondents
who are hesitant are significantly likely to view the product as ÔuniversalÕ (sig. = .038) in contrast to
the Ôconservative/traditionalÕ respondents who like the concept and view the product as ÔorientalÕ.
The same contrast in word selection can be seen with respondents aged 26 and over. Respondents
26 and over who are hesitant are significantly likely to associate Latt�tude with the word ÔuniversalÕ
(sig. = .038) where those liking the concept associate it to the word ÔorientalÕ. Therefore, Latt�tude
should not be promoted as a ÔuniversalÕ product to those aged 26 and over.

Usual/Unusual: Most respondents agree that Latt�tude is ÔunusualÕ matching the expectation from
the designer in this word pair. There is no significant correlation of age or respondent self-identity in
relation to liking the concept and choice of word.

Limiting/Fun:  There is no significant correlation of age or respondent self-identity in relation to
liking the concept and choice of word.

Sad/Happy:  Seeing the product as ÔsadÕ or ÔhappyÕ leads to significant differences for concept
likability for Ôstylish/trendyÕ respondents. ÔStylish/trendyÕ respondents who like the concept are
significantly more likely to associate the product with the word ÔhappyÕ (sig. = .014).

Strange/Cool:  Seeing the concept as ÔstrangeÕ or ÔcoolÕ leads to significant differences for concept
likeability for Ôconservative/traditionalÕ respondents. ÔConservative/traditionalÕ  respondents who are
hesitant are significantly (sig. = .016) likely to view the product as ÔcoolÕ .

Dated/Novel:  Most respondents agree that Latt�tude is ÔnovelÕ matching the expectation from the
designer. There is no significant correlation of age or respondent self-identity in relation to liking the
concept and word choice.

Fresh/Exciting:  Latt�tude could easily be associated with either ÔfreshÕ or ÔexcitingÕ. There is no
significant correlation of age or respondent self-identity in relation to liking the concept and choice
of word.

Eastern/Western:  Seeing the concept as ÔeasternÕ or ÔwesternÕ leads to significant differences for
concept likeability for Ôconservative/traditionalÕ respondents and those 26 and over.
ÔConservative/traditionalÕ  respondents who are hesitant are significantly (sig. = .016) likely to view
the product as ÔwesternÕ. Respondents 26 and over who are hesitant are also  significantly likely to
associate Latt�tude with the word ÔwesternÕ (sig. = .033).



New/Innovative: Although more people chose ÔinnovativeÕ like other word pairs with similar
meaning there is no significant correlation of age or respondent self-identity in relation to liking the
concept and choice of word.

Strong/Weak:  Seeing the concept as ÔstrongÕ or ÔweakÕ leads to significant differences
for concept likeability for Ôconservative/traditionalÕ respondents and those 26 and over.
ÔConservative/traditionalÕ respondents who are hesitant are significantly (sig. = .012) likely to view
the product as ÔweakÕ. Respondents 26 and over who are hesitant are also significantly (sig. = .020)
likely to view Latt�tude as ÔweakÕ.

Feminine/Masculine:  Matching the expectations most respondents chose a ÔneutralÕ response in this
word pair and there is no significant correlation of age or respondent self-identity in relation to liking
the concept and choice of word.

VISUAL DISPLAY OF SEMANTIC RESULTS

Data showing the results of the semantic differential  are necessarily numerical. As an alternative
method to understand the data the designer felt a need to view the information typographically.

While the importance of using statistical methods to verify and analyse data is understood, the
concept-driven designer found the visual interpretations to be more convincing. However, reviewing
the typographic interpretations with the original data led to further understanding of the data.

The first visual interpretation of the semantic differential (Figure 11) inspired the next set of charts
where the words could be seen in contrast to the other. However, instead of using percentages to
indicate response rate a strategic method was applied to emphasize the words selected defined by the
size of type in the chart.

The point size of the type is relative to the number of responses in each case. For example, if 36
Ôstylish/trendyÕ respondents chose the word ÔspiritualÕ then the word Ôspiritual is 36 points in size
within the chart.  Please note for the sake of simplifying the charts ÔneutralÕ responses are not
indicated for the two word pairs Ôeastern/balancedÕ and Ôfeminine/masculineÕ where there was a
neutral rather than polar split in word choice. Removing the neutral response from the results allows
us to look at the specific gravitation to a word in the pair by all respondents, by respondent age
group, and respondent self-identity. The respondent groups are divided by positive and hesitant
responses to clearly indicate the count of each word choice by this group in relation to liking
Latt�tude.



Overall greater emphasis on the words ÔspiritualÕ, ÔunusualÕ, ÔhappyÕ, ÔfunÕ, ÔcoolÕ, ÔnovelÕ, ÔeasternÕ,
ÔinnovativeÕ, ÔstrongÕ results from more respondents selecting these words. words appearing more
equal in proportion show the split of respondents to one or the other. There is less emphasis placed
on the following word pairs by all respondents: Ôtrendy/new ageÕ, Ôeastern/balancedÕ,
Ôoriental/universalÕ, Ôfresh/excitingÕ (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Response to the semantic differential from all respondents

Figure 12. Response to the semantic differential from all respondents who like Latt�tude (left) and
those who are hesitant towards Latt�tude (right)

When we isolate the positive and hesitant response to Latt�tude we can begin to see a distinction in
word choice by the overall group of respondents. Of those who like Latt�tude there is more emphasis
on ÔspiritualÕ, ÔunusualÕ, ÔfunÕ, ÔnovelÕ, ÔeasternÕ, ÔinnovativeÕ, and ÔstrongÕ. Although sharing similar
word choice, those hesitant to the concept see the product as Ônew ageÕ and ÔuniversalÕ (Figure 12).



Looking at the response to the semantic differential from respondents aged 25 and under (Figure 13)
we see very few respondents hesitant towards Latt�tude. Despite the small point size (number of
responses) emphasis in word choice is still defined (although you would need a magnifying glass to
judge!). Comparing the positive and hesitant responses we see greater emphasis on ÔspiritualÕ by those
who like Latt�tude. Most respondents aged 25 and under like Latt�tude and they view the product as
ÔtrendyÕ, ÔspiritualÕ, ÔunusualÕ, ÔfunÕ, ÔhappyÕ, ÔcoolÕ, ÔnovelÕ, ÔfreshÕ, ÔeasternÕ, ÔinnovativeÕ.

In contrast, respondents aged 26 and over show greater hesitancy towards Latt�tude as type appears
equally dominant in both charts. Those who are hesitant, however, view the concept as Ônew ageÕ.
Although the point size is small we clearly see the significant proportional change in scale from the
words ÔuniversalÕ, ÔwesternÕ and ÔweakÕ (Figure 14).

Figure 13. Response to semantic differential from respondents 25 and under who like Latt�tude (left)
and those hesitant (right)

Figure 14. Response to semantic differential from respondents 26 and over who like Latt�tude (left)
and those hesitant (right)



To best view differences among respondents defined by self-identity please see the following page
where each group is presented. More Ôtrendy/stylishÕ respondents like Latt�tude than any other group
of respondents. Greater emphasis on ÔtrendyÕ, ÔspiritualÕ, ÔunusualÕ, ÔfunÕ, ÔhappyÕ, ÔcoolÕ, ÔnovelÕ,
ÔinnovativeÕ, ÔstrongÕ comes from Ôtrendy/stylishÕ respondents who like Latt�tude. Of the
Ôtrendy/stylishÕ respondents who are hesitant there is greater emphasis on ÔuniversalÕ and ÔwesternÕ
(Figure 15, next page).

ÔConservative/traditionalÕ respondents are more evenly divided between liking Latt�tude and being
hesitant (Figure 16, next page). More respondents who see themselves as Ôconservative/traditionalÕ
liking Latt�tude see the product as ÔtrendyÕ, ÔeasternÕ, and ÔorientalÕ compared to those hesitant who
see the product as Ônew ageÕ, universalÕ, ÔwesternÕ. We can clearly see these words emphasised as
already established using the Pearson Chi-Square Test for significance.

ÔOtherÕ respondents are also divided between liking Latt�tude and being hesitant (Figure 17, next
page). ÔOtherÕ respondents who like Latt�tude view the product as ÔspiritualÕ, ÔorientalÕ, Ôunusual,
ÔfunÕ, ÔhappyÕ, ÔnovelÕ, ÔeasternÕ, ÔinnovativeÕ, and ÔstrongÕ. Again, the Ônew ageÕ connotation has
greater emphasis from those who are hesitant towards Latt�tude where this was also established
earlier using the Pearson Chi-Square Test.



   

Figure 15. Response to semantic differential from Ôtrendy/stylishÕ respondents
who like Latt�tude (left) and those hesitant (right)

   

Figure 16. Response to semantic differential from Ôconservative/traditionalÕ respondents
who like Latt�tude (left) and those hesitant (right)



   

Figure 17. Response to semantic differential from ÔotherÕ respondents
who like Latt�tude (left) and those hesitant (right)



CONCLUSIONS

The data analysis first using SPSS and then visually presented typographically led the designer to a
more objective understanding of the dreamy conceptual product design. Better yet, the designer was
more confident that the dreamy idea had merit. Originally destined as an entry in a dream journal
the idea manifested into a real product. Otago Daily Times food critic, Charmian Smith calls
Latt�tude ÔA Yin-Yang coffee experienceÕ in her review of the new coffee concept. New Zealand
Cuisine magazine calls it a Ôyin-yang espressoÕ.  Gaining favourable response from a variety of
consumers overall, Latt�tude is perhaps best promoted to those aged 25 and under who consider
themselves ÔtrendyÕ or ÔstylishÕ (Figure 18).

   

Figure 18.  Young consumers enjoying Latt�tude

The trends in the caf� and restaurant industry suggest consumers are on a Ôrelentless pursuit of the
new and differentÕ (Ursin, 2000). Imagine the current trend of coffee consumption with people
frantically rushing to get their take-away coffees to meet the demands of the hectic activities in this
busy, fast-paced world. Everyone standing in lines awaiting their beverage to be consumed from a
paper cup which eventuates into trash.

Now Ð imagine Latt�tude in traditional ceramic, but, with a twist. As a new concept in coffee
Latt�tude may beacon people back to Caf� Culture where a new generation of coffee patrons will sit
down, reflect, and enjoy the spiritual qualities of harmony and happiness while sipping that most
stimulating and magical potion: coffee.

Some thousand years ago, an unknown craftsman puts hands to clay.
He shapes a cup, glazes it with a careful brush, fires it.

He does not carve his name in the bottom, he stamps no identifying mark.
His only concern is the creation of a beautiful and useful cup.

The potter has long since returned to dust, while the cup remains.

When you donÕt fill the cup with your own ego,
windows are opened: the cup can be a vessel for spirit, nature, god.

(Adbusters No 37: 2002)
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